
Staff Only Date:

Checked by: SIZE
Level:
No dives:
Last dive:

YES NO

I agree to follow all safety guidelines and codes of conduct laid out by Scuba Republic Staff. I understand that if I do not follow these 
guidelines I may risk myself and those around me. I also understand that if I don't follow these guidelines I face the consequences of 
cessation of activities without the possibility of a refund.

Are you suffering from high blood pressure?
Are you currently on any medication? (except anti-malaria or anti-conception medication)

Product: 

BCD

Room #:Resort:
When is your next flight?

Certification Info

Fins
Boots

I agree that scuba diving, snorkeling and relates aquatic activities have inherent risks. By being of sound mind and body, I assume those 
risks. I understand the risk and release Scuba Republic. and all affiliates and subsidiaries from liability in case of accident and injury.

Treat all guests and staff like family Leave no trace - garbage, food, cigarettes in bins - not seas
Drinking alcohol or using drugs and diving do not mixDo not touch anything underwater

Scuba Diving requires a certification from a recognised diving agency such as PADI or SSI.  It is your responsibility that you are suitably 
qualified and provide proof of such qualification upon request, to participate in any diving activities prior to you taking part.  Such activities 
include all diving activities other than the Open Water or Scuba Diver courses or Discover Scuba Diving activities that allow participants to 
take part without a licence.
Scuba Republic cannot be held liable for and will not be responsible for loss or damage of personal items such as individual dive equipment, 
camera and video equipment, strobes and other accessories, passports, flight tickets, jewelry etc.

Be lazy, make safety stops and ascend slowly

Signature

Feed only yourself - not the fish

Date

Drinking lots of water is great! Gloves are for skiing - not for diving

Emergency contact information (name, relationship, phone number):

Insurance info (company, contact number, policy number)  -or ask about our insurance if you don’t have your own.

Scuba Republic cannot be held liablenfor and will not be responsible for personal injuries, property damage, or wrongful death that may occur 
during activities arranges, booked or performed by Scuba Republic.  There are inherent risks associated with all activities offered by Scuba 
Republic and those risks must be accepted and accounted for.  Scuba Republic is neither negligent nor liable if accidents happen as a result 
of acts or omissions of other third parties

All equipment from Scuba Republic, is your responsibility. Take care of the gear as if your life depends on it. It does. If there is any damage or 
loss, you agree to pay Scuba Republic, the full costs for repairs or replacement.

SCUBA REPUBLIC - AGREEMENT & CODE OF CONDUCT

Do you have any heart conditions?
Are you medically fit to dive/snorkel?

Do you have diabetes or other endocrinal maladies?
Do you have epilepsy or any other conditions that affect your consciousness / attention?

Have you ever had asthma?
SCUBA RPEUBLIC - MEDICAL QUESTIONAIRE

Need DIN?

Snorkel
Computer
Torch

Mask

Regulator
Wetsuit

Vegetarian / allergies / special food requests:

Staff:

Email: Phone #:

                                                           EQUIPMENT

Nationality: Passport #:

Please write "OWN" in the size column if you have.

How did you hear about us?

Name: Date of Birth:
SCUBA REPUBLIC GUEST CHECK-IN FORM


